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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA
ALEXANDRIA DIVISION

- I P 3:5]

FIRECLEAN LLC

VIRGIHIA

21155 Whitfield Place
Suite 103

Potomac Falls, Virginia 20165

CASE NO.

Plaintiff,

U I(o CAJ

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED
v.

ANDREW TUOHY

12117 N. Makayla Canyon Lane
Ore Valley, Arizona 85755-1628
and
EVERETT BAKER

70 Pilgrim Drive
Bedford, New Hampshire 03110
Defendants.

COMPLAINT

Plaintiff FireClean LLC ("FireClean"), by counsel, files this Complaint against

Defendants Andrew Tuohy ("Tuohy" or "Defendant Tuohy") and Everett Baker ("Baker" or
"Defendant Baker"), and alleges as follows:

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

In 2012, FireClean's founders developeda proprietary formulation that helps prevent and
reduce the build-up of carbon residue on firearms. The patent-pending product is called
FIREClean®. FIREClean® has been a success in testing and in sales, and FireClean's revenues

have, until recently, increased by twenty to fifty percent annually since sales began in 2012.
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In September 2015, Defendant Tuohy initiated a public smear campaign against
FireClean. Tuohy maintains an online publication, located at www.vuurwapenblog.com

("VuurwapenBlog"), for which he writes articles on the topics of guns and weaponry. Tuohy

published false and disparaging statements aboutFireClean and its product on Vuurwapen Blog
and on Vuurwapen Blog's Facebook page, which Tuohy authors. Tuohy's statements were

widely read and commented upon withinthe community of gun owners, retailers, and
aficionados, including those in the Commonwealth of Virginia. Online reviews and comments
about FireCleanand its product, includingon Amazon.com, demonstrate that Tuohy's comments

have materially damaged FireClean's reputation. As a resultof Tuohy's libelous attacks,
FireClean's revenues have fallen dramatically since September.

In addition. Defendant Tuohy laterconspired with an individual named Everett Baker
who, in the wake of the attention that Tuohy's first articles received, contactedTuohy for the

express purpose of conspiring withhim to further defame and damage FireClean.
As a result of the Defendants' tortious conduct, FireClean's revenues have fallen by over

$25,000 permonth since Tuohy's first tortious act, and FireClean will continue to suffer losses in
the future, andlikely permanently, due to Tuohy's and Baker's public and malicious campaign
against it. Through this action, the Plaintiff seeks to redressthese wrongs.
THE PARTIES

1.

Plaintiff FireClean is a Virginia Limited Liability Company. Each of FireClean's

members is a natural person who resides in Virginia.

2.

Defendant Andrew Tuohy is, and was at all times relevant hereto, a citizen and

resident of Arizona.
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3.

Defendant Everett Baker is, and was at all times relevant hereto, a citizen and

resident of New Hampshire.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

4.

This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(2) in

that there is complete diversity of citizenship between Plaintiff and Defendants, and the amount
in controversy exceeds $75,000, exclusive of interest, attorneys' fees and costs.
5.

Personal jurisdiction over the Defendants arises under Va. Code Aim. § 8.01-

328.1 in that Defendants Tuohy and Baker caused tortious injury in Virginia, and engaged in a
persistent course of conduct in Virginia.

6.

DefendantTuohy has engaged in a persistent course of conduct in Virginia by

calling, texting, and emailing with Dave Suggand Ed Sugg, FireClean's managers, regarding
FIREClean®.

7.

Defendant Tuohy knows that Dave Suggand Ed Suggreside in Virginia. Tuohy

has known and been in communication with Dave Sugg and Ed Sugg since 2012. During that

time, Tuohy called, e-mailed, texted, and otherwise sent communications nearly 100times to
FireClean and its mangers in Virginia. The majorityof those communications pertained to
Tuohy's trials of FIREClean®.

8.

DefendantTuohy knew that FireClean is a Virginia company, and knew that

FireClean would suffer the effects of Tuohy's tortious conduct in Virginia, including with its

local customers. Tuohy's persistent false statements regardingFireClean and its product
demonstrate his intent to aim his defamatory publications, and his conspiracy, into Virginia, and
to a Virginia audience. This is evident from various third-party blog and internet posts that
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comment upon Tuohy's articles—^where location data is available, it reveals that some

commenters are located in Virginia.

9.

Defendant Tuohy has also posted public commentary on FireClean's Facebook

page, knowing that it is a Virginia company.

10.

Defendant Tuohy's Vuurwapen Blog is interactive in that it permits any viewer to

leave a comment, and any viewer to reply to those comments. On information and belief,
Vuurwapen Blog has subscribers who are Virginia residents. As described in this Complaint,

each defamatory article that Tuohy published regarding FireClean and its product generated
numerous comments by readers and responses by Tuohy. Tuohy has published statements

knowing that Virginia residents and FireClean customers would be exposed to his commentary.
11.

Moreover, the Vuurwapen Blog allows readers to request and receive

notifications of new posts to the blog, and new comments to a particular blogpost, via email.

Upon information and belief, there are regular readers and subscribers of Vuurwapen Blog who
reside in Virginia and who receive updates to Tuohy's blog via email in Virginia.
12.

On information and belief, when Tuohy sends updates for his blog to his Virginia

subscribers, he uses computer networks in Virginia to do so.

13.

Defendant Tuohyhas traveledto Virginiato cover stories on which he reportedin

his blog, Vuurwapen Blog.

14.

In addition. Defendants Tuohy and Baker transacted business in the

Commonwealth by, purchasing, and/or requesting orders of FIREClean® directly from the

company in Virginia, and they know that FireClean is located in Virginia. Defendants' orders
were received in Virginia, and FIREClean® was shipped to Defendants from Virginia The very
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product that Defendants received from the company in Virginia was the subject of Defendants'
testing, commentary, and defamatory statements.

15.

Upon information and belief, Baker, like Tuohy, knows that FireClean is located

in Virginia, and knew that he was causing tortious injury to FireClean in Virginia. The

widespread effects of his conspiratorial efforts, and defamatory comments, have reached
Virginia, as Baker intended.
16.

Defendant Baker's disparaging statements and conspiracy against FireClean,

manifests his intent to aim his tortious acts into Virginia, and to a Virginia audience.

17.

Defendant Baker maintains an online publication, located at

https://granitestateguns.wordpress.com. Baker's publication allows readers to subscribe and
receive notifications of updated posts to the publication via email. Baker has also sent messages
to FireClean via Facebook messenger, knowing that FireClean is based in Virginia. Upon
information and belief, some subscribers of Baker's blog reside in Virginia.

18.

DefendantBaker's publicationis interactive in that it permits any reader to write

or reply to a comment. Baker actively participated in the commentingprocess in his articles
regarding FireClean. Additionally, Baker has participated in exchanges elsewhere online,

including Facebook and other forums, knowing that FireClean's Virginia customers may be in
his intended audience,

19.

On information and belief, when Baker sends updates for his blog to his Virginia

subscribers, he uses computer networks in Virginia to do so.

20.

Thus, Defendant Baker has engaged in a persistent course of conduct in Virginia

by using its computer networks to send his blog updates, which contain the defamatory content
described in this Complaint, to his blog's Virginia subscribers.
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21.

Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(3).

FACTS RELATING TO ALL CAUSES OF ACTION

22.

In January 2012, Ed Sugg and Dave Sugg (collectively "Sugg Brothers")

developed a substance that improves reliability and performance of firearms by reducing the
adhesion of carbon residue that results from discharging a firearm. Such carbon residue or build

up is also known as "fouling." The productitself is specially formulated so that it will not
"gum," or leave behinda solid residue from its use. The product also functions as a firearm
lubricant.

23.

A thin layerapplied to the areas of a firearm that are subject to friction and

fouling will form a thin protective layer against carbon and other fouling,

24.

In May 2012, the SuggBrothers began distributing and selling the product, which

they gave the name FIREClean®. Thatsame month, FireClean LLC was formed in Virginia.
25.

As its patentapplication states, FIREClean® is a "[a] method of removing or

preventing carbon fouling on a mechanical component of a device," consisting of a proprietary
blend of at least three "natural, non-petroleum, non-synthetic oil[s] derived from a plant,

vegetable or fhiit or shrub or flower or tree nut, or any combination of natural, non-petroleum,
non-synthetic oils derived from a plant, vegetable or fruit or shrub or flower or tree nut," where
each oil has a smoke point above 200 degrees Fahrenheit, and the total volume of the at least
three oils is at least 25% of the total volume of the oil composition. (Exhibit A at 1 & 5).

26.

Also, FIREClean®contains at least one high-oleic oil, or highly monounsaturated

fatty acid, which is preferred over significantly polyunsaturated fatty acids (found in most
commonvegetable oils), due to the performance, stabilityand non-drying, and non-gumming
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nature of high-oleic oils. The use of high-oleic oils also enhances the temperature range and
storage stability of the substance. (Ex. A at 8.)

27.

The patent application for the product that is FIREClean® has been publicly

available since at least September of 2013.

28.

FIREClean® is not made from a single type of oil.

29.

FIREClean® is not Crisco Canola Oil nor is it otherwise common canola oil.

30.

In fact, during testing and development, FireClean determined that canola oil was

one of the worst-performing oils for the prevention or removal of fouling.
31.

FIREClean® is not Crisco Vegetable Oil (which is soybean oil), nor is it common

soybean oil.

32.

FIREClean® is not otherwise a re-labeled or re-packaged pre-existing consumer

or retail product.

33.

Vuurwapen Blog is publicly accessible on the internet. Its target audience is gun

owners, gun retailers, and gun aficionados. Defendant Tuohy also maintains a Facebook Page

for Vuurwapen Blog, as well as a YouTube channel. DefendantTuohy contributes as a writer,
on occasion, to other websites, including www.thefirearmblog.com, which sites have similar
target audiences in the gun community.

A.

Defendant Tuohy Publishes the Spectroscopv Article. September 12,2015

34.

On August 29, 2015, Defendant Tuohy sent a Facebook message to Ed Sugg: "Ed,

Do you guys have a response to the claims that FireClean is just Crisco? Andrew." (Exhibit B.)
35.

Ed Sugg replied, "Hi Andrew-categorically deny. If you let me know where you

are hearing it I would appreciate it. If it's a competitor it will generate a strong response.
Thanks! Ed." (Jd.)
1
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36.

On September 12, 2015, DefendantTuohy published an article entitled, "Lies

Errors and Omissions; Injfrared Spectroscopy of FireClean and Crisco Oils." (The "Spectroscopy
Article," attached as Exhibit C) on Vuurwapen Blog.

37.

As of the date of the filing of this Complaint, the article remains available at:

http://www.vuurwapenblog.com/general-opinion/lies-errors-and-omissions/ir-spectra-firecleancrisco/.

38.

In this article. Defendant Tuohy referred to prior reports on the internet "that

FireClean is nothing more than Crisco vegetable oil." He wrote that the "makers of FireClean,

Ed Sugg... assured me that not a single drop of Crisco has everbeen part of their formulation ..
." but that "[d]espite these assurances, which I was inclined to believe, I sought to undertake my
own testing to determine whether or not these claims are true about FireClean. Trust, but
verify." (Ex.Catl.)

39.

In the Spectroscopy Article, Tuohyasserts that he obtained the assistance of a

professor at the University of Arizona, who performed an infrared spectroscopy analysis of
FIREClean®, Crisco Vegetable Oil, and Crisco Canola Oil. The spectra for each of the three
substances appear in the article as follows:
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(Ex. C at 3. A magnified view of each spectra follows the Spectroscopy Article at Exhibit C.)
40.

Tuohy concludes, in bolded words: "FireClean is probably a modern

unsaturated vegetable oil virtually the same as many oils used for cooking." (Ex. C at 3.)
9
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41.

This statement, alongside the side-by-side spectra, which are scaled differently,

conveys the false and disparaging notion that FIREClean® is Crisco Vegetable Oil, Crisco
Canola Oil, or a single conmion household cooking oil.

42.

In fact, similar yet distinct spectra of FIREClean®, Crisco Canola Oil, and Crisco

Vegetable Oil would be expectedbecause all three substances contain plant or vegetable-based
oils, which are from the same class of compounds: triacylglycerides.

43.

For example, the below spectra overlay illustrates why infrared spectroscopy is

not scientifically suitable for comparing oils from the same class of compounds, such as
triacylglycerides or hydrocarbons. The spectra are of three different substances: the mass-

merchant 2-cycle oil is oil usedfor mixing into ftiel for powerequipment suchas chain sawsand
grasstrimmers; the two different "5W30" oils are car engineoils, with one being conventional
mass-merchant oil and the other, a fiilly-synthetic leading brand. The spectra are similar, as with

the spectracomparing FIREClean® to Crisco. Yet, these are three different substances, with
different uses.

10
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44.

m

Tuohy's published analysis did not include anycontrols, nordid it analyze any

other substances, whether plant or vegetable-based, or otherwise.

45.

The analysis failed to evaluate whether many oils or oil blends would have similar

basic patterns. The similar spectra for different Crisco oils (e.g. Crisco Canola and Crisco
soybean) should have been an obvious indicator of the unsuitability of this analysis.
46.

Tuohy also failed to perform anyother number of tests thatwould help ascertain

whether the substances are the same.

47.

The statement, "FireClean is probably a modem unsaturated vegetable oil

virtually the same as many oilsused for cooking," and its implications, arefalse.
48.

FIREClean® is neither Crisco Canola oil nor Crisco Vegetable Oil, nor equivalent

thereto. FIREClean® is not made from a single oil. FIREClean is not "virtually the same as
11
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many oils used for cooking." FIREClean® is not a common household productthat has simply
been repackaged, nor is it common canola or soybean oil that has been repackaged.

49.

Tuohy publishedthis disparagingstatement knowing it was false, or with reckless

or negligent disregard for the truth.

50.

Defendant Tuohy also quoted the anonymous professor as saying: "I don't see

any sign ofother additives such as antioxidants or corrosion inhibitors. Since the unsaturation
in these oils, especially linoleate residues, can lead to their oligomerization with exposure to

oxygen and light, use on weapons couldlead toformation ofsolid residues (gum) with time. The
more UVand oxygen, the more the oil will degrade.'''' (Ex. C at 3-4, emphasis in original.)
51.

Based on these purported facts, Tuohy wrote that "[gjiven that people in the

military are often exposed to both UV and oxygen (such as when they go outdoors) and also
need corrosion protection for their firearms, I would not recommend FireCleanbe used by
members of the military." {Id. at 4.)

52.

In fact, FTIR spectroscopy is not an appropriate tool to test for corrosion

resistance.

53.

The suggestion that FIREClean is not suitable for military use is false. The

assertion that FIREClean® is not suitable for use in settings with UV, light, moisture and oxygen
is false.

54.

As explained previously, FIREClean® is specially formulated to resist thermal

breakdown under such circumstances. Indeed, FIREClean® possesses extreme heat resistance,

with a flash point of 325 degrees Celsius, or 617 degrees Fahrenheit, which is approximately
four times higher than military requirements for firearm lubricant. FIREClean is suitable for
military use because it is specifically made to handle heat and carbon overload which are often

12
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found in military use, notably with suppressed or silencer equipped arms or fully automatic

weapon fire. These severe applications bum off or otherwise cause most lubricants to fail.
55.

Tuohy is well aware that FIREClean® performs well in extreme conditions.

56.

As stated in its directions, FIREClean® should be used in thin layers in on the

areas of the gun that are subject to fnction and fouling. Such areas on a firearm are internal and

thus are not generally exposed to UV or light. The implication that FIREClean®, when used as
instructed, will impede normal firearm functioning, is false.

57.

Tuohy is well aware that a proper application of FIREClean® involves properly

applying it to internal components of a firearm. As recently as September 1,2015—just days
before the Spectroscopy Article, Tuohy stated on his Facebook page, in a post he has since
deleted, that he has used FIREClean® over "several years" and "tens of thousands of rounds,"

and had "zero complaints" about its performance. His Facebook post included a video

demonstration ofthe firing of a dirty rifle that was lubricated with FIREClean® and then left
uncleaned in storage for two years after firing corrosive surplus ammunition. The rifle was

discharged and showed no evidence of impaired operation. The video may be found at the
following URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixruuRYyKaE&feature=youtu.be. In the
video, Tuohy states, "I am shooting it now to address concerns over whether or not FIREClean®

causes the action to gum up over time if you let it sit for more than six to twelve months." After
shooting for approximately twenty seconds, Tuohy examines the gun and states: "Magazine is
clear, weapon is clear, all rounds fired without any malfunction."

58.

Moreover, the internal components of a firearm to which FIREClean® is applied,

while not airtight, are subject to minimal air exposure.

13
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59.

Simply put, the statement or inference that the normal andproper use of

FIREClean® will lead to corrosion or the formation of solid residues on firearms or weapons is
false.

60.

In the comments section below the main text of the article, Tuohy later states that

the "IR[infrared spectroscopy] data was sufficient to draw the conclusion," the inference being
that the "conclusion" is that FIREClean® is Crisco or canola oil. (Ex. D. at 7.)

61.

Read as a whole, the Spectroscopy Article explicitly and implicitly conveys that

FIREClean® is a common cooking oilthat is likely to cause corrosion of a firearm, and that it is

inappropriate (or unsafe) in particular for military use. This is untrue, and Tuohy knows this.
62.

The Spectroscopy Article (with itstitle, "Lies, Errors, and Omissions") also

falsely implies that FireClean has misrepresented its product.

63.

The Spectroscopy Article has been damaging to FireClean's business.

64.

Readers of Defendant Tuohy's publication have, to date, left approximately 140

comments on the Spectroscopy Article. (Reader comments attached asExhibit D.) They
include statements such as, "Guess I have to oilal [sic] my shit with a proper gun oilnow. Snake
oil won't do." {Id. at 6.)

65.

The comments demonstrate that readers believed the assertions about FireClean,

and thatFireClean's reputation was materially damaged as a result of Tuohy's statements.
66.

Defendant Tuohy's interest in spectroscopy may have been prompted by George

Fennell ("Fennell"), who is the president ofa company that manufactures a product. Weapon

Shield, which competes with FIREClean®. Recently, Fennell claimed responsibility for turning
Tuohy's attention to spectroscopy analysis, and stated on his Facebook page that:
"And I'm sure everyone remembers the firestorm [Tuohy] set off when he didwhat I
told him to do which started this whole spectral process that he's enamored
14
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with...compared FireClean to Crisco Oil...same deal,,,he saw my video where I said
FireClean was pretty much a Crisco oil, long before Andrew did his spectra comparison
and validated me then
Didn't mean to get off track here, but just sharing the history
behind these....it all started right here. ©
67.

In response to one comment, Tuohy wrote: "....I'm not terribly interested in

determining the exact composition of the oil; the IR data is enough to satisfy the question at

hand." {Id.) The same conmienterreplied: "Not really. We know nothing about the length of
the carbon chains or their structure. All we know is that the functional groups are similar to

Crisco, which any oil-like, plant based product would have." Defendant Tuohy responded:
"Well, you are most welcome to foot the bill for your own testing." {Id. at 8.)

68.

Tuohy's cavalier statements demonstrate his reckless disregard for the truth

69.

Tuohy was motivated by actual malice, spite and ill-will. His false statements are

vicious, blatant attempts to gain for attention for himself and his publication, and to damage
FireClean.

B.

Defendant Tuohy Posts "Where There's Smoke, There*s Liars," September 14,2015.

70.

A mere two days after publishing the Spectroscopy Article, Defendant Tuohy

posted another article on Vuurwapen Blog: "Where There's Smoke, There's Liar."

71.

At some point after September 14, 2015, Tuohy changed the title of the article on

his publication to, "Severe Problems with Vickers Tactical Video," however, the URL address
for the article remains, as of the date of the filing of this complaint,

"http://www.vuurwapenblog.com/general-opinion/lies-errors-and-omissions/where-theressmoke-theres-liar/." (The "Smoke/Liar Article," attached as Exhibit E.)

72.

Tuohy posted a link to the article on Vuurwapen Blog and its Facebook page with

the statement, "Deliberately misleading the consumer in an effort to sell a product. Is there a

15
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word for that?" (Exhibit F.) A screen shot of the post appears as follows:
•—

BhBB

Vuurwapen Biog
September 14

Deliberatety misleading the consumer in an effort to sell a product, is
there a word for that?

Where There's Smoke, Tliere's Liai*
Over the weekend, I posted an article wlilch showed the results of some infrared
spectroscopy tests comparing FireClean and two types of Crisco cooking oils. I
was not expecting the firestorm of con...
v'UURWAPENBLOG.COW

73.

In the Smoke/Liar article, Tuohy writes: "I made a discovery which calls into

question any claim or statement made by FireClean as a company and Ed and Dave Sugg as
individuals." (Ex. E at 1.)

74.

The article provides a link to a video postedto YouTube by an individual named

Larry Vickers, who owns a company called Vickers Tactical, and entitled by Mr. Vickers as a

"FireClean Lube Test."* The video depicts Vickers interviewing Ed Sugg and Dave Sugg, who
describe the development of FIREClean®.

^Until recently, the video was publicly available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOOAsOCEJfQ
16
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75.

Vickers then states that he will be performing a lubricant test, and that two

firearms will be discharged, each of them first with no lubricant, then with CLP, a military-grade
lubricant, and finally with FIREClean®.

76.

Vickers states, "Hopefully we think that you will be able to see this on high

speed cameraand you'll be able to see the amount of fouling that is actually jettisoned out of the
gun and therefore keeps the gun cleaner. Stand by, coming at you."

77.

Vickers then fires the two weapons, first with no lubricant, then with CLP, and

then FIREClean®. Ed Sugg and Dave Sugg observe and comment on the testing.

78.

In the Smoke/Liar Article, Defendant Tuohy claims that a different type of

cartridge was used for the FIREClean® firing than for the other two firings (the CLP test and the
no-lubricant firing). For the FIREClean® firing, Tuohy states:

ril bet you four bottles of FireCleanthat was a factory +P Cor-Bon load; +P loads being
hotter and having more powder than standard, bargain ammunition like Prvi
Partizan. Barring that, it was a handload, with a smoky powder selected for maximum
effect
[I]t is indisputable that the cartridge fired for the FireClean demonstration was
significantly different than the cartridges fired for the dry gun and CLP demonstrations ..
.. No honest person with a basic understanding of the scientific method would use
handloaded or +P ammunition in a comparison with standard pressure bargain priced
ammunitionif the comparisonwas meant to show differences between lubricants and
their effect on how much smoke comes out of the chamber during firing
Smoke after
firing is put forth as evidence of a cleaner gun. The cleaner gun concept is central to the
ethos of FireClean; it's even their URL. Different ammunition was selected for the

FireClean portion of the demonstration to give the appearance of more smoke and thus a
cleaner gun
All the information required to judge the integrity of statements made by
FireClean is contained in that Vickers Tactical video.

(Ex. Eat4.)

79.

The article explicitly and implicitly conveys that FireClean dishonestly and

intentionally used different ammunition for the FIREClean® firing, therefore falsifying the
results to portray FIREClean® as more effective than CLP or no lubricant.
80.

FireClean did no such thing.
17
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81.

In fact, the ammunition used for all of the firings depicted in the video were

standard pressure, factory-loaded, including factory remanufactured, ammunition.
82.

The ammunition used for the FIREClean® firing was not "handload" or "Cor Bon

+P" rounds.

83.

The ammunition used for the FIREClean® firing was not materially different

from the ammunition used for the CLP and no-lubricant demonstrations.

84.

Defendant Tuohy's accusations are false and disparaging in their entirety.

85.

The URL address for the article, and the original title of the article, "Where

There's Smoke, There's Liar," falsely conveys that FireClean has deceived the public and/or
consumers.

86.

Defendant' Tuohy's Facebook post, "Deliberately misleading the consumer in an

effort to sell a product. Is there a word for that?" falsely conveys that FireClean has defrauded
its consumers. (Ex. F.)

87.

As a result of Defendant Tuohy's false and disparaging statements, FireClean has

been damaged.

88.

Readers of Defendant Tuohy's publication have, to date, left 84 comments on the

Smoke/Liar Article. The comments are attached as Exhibit G. The comments include
statements such as:

(a)

"The problem is they used different ammo for the FireClean gun, making

the test completely irrelevant and the makers of the video liars." (Ex. G. at 1.)

(b)

"Andrew's point wasn't about the quantity of smoke, it was that the test

appears to be rigged." {Id. at 7.)

18
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(c)

"Man, I would love to be able to reference your info in a video to shut up

some of the people still supporting this product." {Id. at 18.)
89.

These comments demonstrate that readers believed the assertions made in the

Smoke/Liar to be fact, and that FireClean's reputation was damaged as a result of Tuohy's
statements.

C.

The Firearm Blog Picks up Defendant Tuohy*s Article

90.

On September 13, 2015, www.thefirearmblog.com (the "Firearm Blog") reported

on the SpectroscopyArticle with an article entitled, "Yes, It's True: FireClean is Crisco." (The
"Firearm Blog Article," Exhibit H.)

91.

Several days later, the Firearm Blog changed the title to, "Yes, It's True:

FireClean is Vegetable Oil," however, the URL of the article remains:

"http://www.thefirearmblog.coni/blog/2015/09/13/yes-its-true-fireclean-is-crisco/."
92.

The article displayed a full-page color picture of a bottle of FIREClean®, at a

distorted size, next to a bottle of Crisco oil. (Ex. H.) The false connotation of the illustration is
that the two products are equivalent and in fact the same.

93.

The image appears on the Firearm Blog's website as follows:
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94.

^

The author, Nathaniel Finch, posted a link to the Spectroscopy Article and wrote:

"So, in short, to the best of my knowledge, FireClean is canola oil." (Ex. H at 4.)

95.

When the Firearm Blog posted"Yes it's True: FireClean is Crisco" to its

Facebook page, it was "shared" by over 17,400 Facebook followers inthefirst eight hours alone.
(Exhibit I.)

96.

The ramification of the widespreadfalsehoods about FireClean and its product is

evidentnot only from the sharing of the Firearm Blog's posts and the comments on Vuurwapen
Blog, but it is also apparent firom third-party comments on various online retailers.
97.

For example, on Amazon.com, product review comments for FIREClean®

include:

(a)

"Crisco, Seriously overpriced." (October 24, 2015,by M.D. Milner).

(b)

"Who cares if it's Crisco? It works. Really well." (October 21, 2015).
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(c)

"Don't let them rip your [sic] off. It's literallyjust Canola oil. Which

works great, but for god sakejust buy it from the grocery store not for $30 per 2 oz
bottle." (September 20, 2015, by "Anthony").

(d)

"DONT BUY! Fireclean = SNAKE OIL! Con artists. I had a suspicion

somethingwas very wrong with Fireclean when I saw that they would delete every
commentand block every user on their webpage that asked what Fireclean was made of
and what was in Fireclean. Pretty shady and sleazy behavior, even for the gun lube

industry. Now we know why, they are con artists and were scamming us out of millions
the whole time." (September 20, 2015, by "Hurricane Ace").

(e)

"Revealed to be nothing but the cheapest of canola oil! Save your money

and buy canola oil if you want this stuff! .... Put these guys out of business, damn

charlatans! Do a google search if you don't believe me!" (September 19, 2015, by Chris
Wardell).

(f)

"Caution, I bought this and it contained Snake Oil in the form of Crisco

Vegetables." (September 18, 2015 by "Nelson").

(g)

"This has been great at keeping food from stickingto my stainless steel

cookware. Also great at exposing Larry Vickers as a fraud." (September 18,2015, by "G
ofKC").

(h)

"Bad at gun cleaning. Great for cooking." (September 16,2015 by W.

(i)

"This, or you can get it at your local supermarket under a different name:)

Chen).

Usually in the information age, normal people share all kinds of valuable tips to save you
money. In this case someone discovered that canola oil works just as well if not better
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than gun oil, but instead of sharingthis he decided to capitalize on this knowledge and
make a profit. But, the stuff does indeed work pretty well and I'm using it myself. Of
course, had I known I would have gotten mine from the supermarket." (September 14,
2015, by "StSkout").

(j)

"Crisco by the quart is cheaper. Works okay, but far too expensivefor

rebranded cooking oil. If you're skeptical, google 'Infrared Spectroscopy of FireClean
and Crisco Oils.' I wish I had known this before. And still isn't as good at long term

protection and lubrication as CLP or Rem Oil." (September 14, 2015 by "MechChef).
(k)

"FRAUD. Recently the product has been chemically analyzed and has

been revealed to be rebranded Crisco vegetable oil." (September 13,2015 by John
Freckleson).

(1)

"Warning to consumers regarding FIREClean Gun Oil. Warning to

consumers: An Infrared Spectroscopytest has proven that Fireclean Gun Oil is '...a
modem unsaturated vegetable oil virtually the same as many oils used for cooking.'

Source: [...] Users may find that this oil is a fine lubricant, but please be aware that if this
analysis is true, this product is sold at an absolutely enormous markup." (September 13,
2015, by Shawn Cathcart).

(m)

One reviewer posted the graphs that appeared in the Spectroscopy Article.

Collins wrote, "This is Crisco vegetable oil." (September 13, 2015, Sean Collins).

98.

These are only some of the negative reviews that reference the false notion that

FIREClean® is a Crisco or canola oil. All such reviews were posted on or after September 13,
2015, the day after Defendant Tuohy posted the Spectroscopy Article. Prior to that date.
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FIREClean®'s reviews on Amazon were almost uniformly positive, with no reference to

FIREClean® supposedly being equivalent to Crisco.^
D.

Defendant Tuohv Conspires with Defendant Baker; Posts "Lies. Errors and
Omissions; A Closer Look at FireCiean and Canola Oil.** October 23,2015

99.

On October 23,2015, Defendant Tuohy posted a new article entitled, "Lies,

Errors and Omissions; A Closer Look at FireCiean and Canola Oil." (Exhibit J.) (The "Closer

Look Article"). As of the date of the filing of this Complaint, the Closer Look Article remains
available on Vuurwapen Blog at: http://www.vuurwapenblog.com/general-opinion/lies-errorsand-omissions/a-closer-look-at-fireclean-and-canola-oil/.

100.

Tuohy also posted the Closer Look Article to the VuurwapenBlog Facebook page

on October 23,2015, and that post appeared as follows:

^The only exception is one review that originally appeared inOctober 2013 and that was updated to refer to
FIREClean® being canola oil on September 29, 2015.
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Vuurwapen Blog
"

Gctober23

®

Four tests at tvvo different labs using samples from multiple sources. I'll
save you the click and give you the most important sentence right here According to every PhD who looked at the NMR results, FireClean and
Canola oil appear to be "effectively" or "nearly" identical.
A few weeks ago, FireClean said that putting canola oil on your firearm
could have catastrophic results. Some people believed that, probably
because they are stupid. I don't like It when people in political arguments
call the other side stupid and I don't throw around the word stupid lightly.
However, if you think that putting canola oil - an oil with a long history of
use as an industrial lubricant for metal-to-metal contact -on your rifle is
dangerous, but that putting FireClean on your rifle is safe, then you're
stupid. There is no other way to define your level of intelligence and
critical thinking.
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P Comment
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A Closer Look at FireClean ar

A Closer Look at FireClean and Canola Oil
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Share

Top Comments '

234 people like this.
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101.

In the Closer Look article. Defendant Tuohy purported to have obtained a second

round of testing on FIREClean®, through Defendant Baker at Worcester Polytechnic Institute
("WPI").

102.

Tuohy concludes that".. .FireClean and Canola oil appear to be 'effectively' or

'nearly' identical." (Ex. J at 1.)

103.

The Closer Look article includes a link to Baker's ovm post. (Attached as Exhibit

K.) Baker writes: "[ajfter I read [Tuohy's] originalpost of the IR spectra, I sent an email to my

academic advisor asking if I could get access to one of the instrument rooms in our labs for a

personal project. Once I confirmed that I could do IR testing, I emailed Mr. Tuohy to see if he
was interested in the project." {Id. at 3.)

104.

According to Baker, Tuohy sent in samples of various substances, including

FIREClean®.

105.

Baker claims to have performed spectroscopy and NMR testing on the substances.

106.

Baker concludes: "FIREClean is pure and unmodified canola oil." (Jd.)

107.

Baker conspired with Tuohy to injure FireCleanand its product.

108.

Bakerconspired with Tuohy to injure FireClean despite the fact that FireClean

advised Baker, on or about October 29 and 30,2015, that other tests demonstrated that
FIREClean® is not canola oil.

109.

Bakerconspired with Tuohy to injure FireClean despite the fact that, according to

Baker, one of his professors even advisedhim that his result "isn't 100% conclusive...You do
have other tests to provide additional evidence, though!" (Exhibit L at 2.)

110.

Tuohy also posted Baker's purported NMR and spectra, and, as with the

Spectroscopy Article, they show a similar basic pattern. (Ex. J at 2 & 3.) To an experienced and
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skilled scientist, the distinctions, as well as the impropriety of the spectroscopytest, would be
apparent.

111.

Tuohy states:

FireClean is, as stated previously on this blog, a common vegetable oil, with no
evidence of additives for corrosion resistance or other features. The science is solid

in this regard
I have absolutely no issue with the concept of making money (I
applaud those who make money hand overfist) or taking a product from one sphere and
introducing it to another. I think a certain amountof "finder's fee" is absolutely
reasonable
What I do take issue with are attempts to mislead consumers and
distort the facts. There is a line between being an aggressive and effective salesman
and not being entirely truthful about your product, the way it works, or what it
contains. It is my belief that FireClean crossed that line long ago—and that many of
their recent statements are simply egregious.
(Ex. J at 6) (emphasis added.)

112.

The statements in the preceding paragraphfalsely convey that FIREClean® is a

re-packaged common household product and/or simple, single vegetable oil.
113.

FIREClean® is not a re-packaged common household product.

114.

FIREClean® is not a single vegetable oil. FIREClean® is composed of at least

three oils, each of which is a "natural, non-petroleum, non-synthetic oil derived from a plant,

vegetable or fi*uit or shrub or flower or tree nut, or any combination of natural, non-petroleum,
non-synthetic oils derived from a plant, vegetable or fruit or shrubor flower or tree nut." This
composition makes up at least 25% of FIREClean®'s total volume.

115.

Tuohy's statements above conveythat use of FIREClean® will lead to corrosion

of a firearm.

116.

FIREClean® will not cause corrosion of a firearm.

117.

The statements above convey that FireClean has simply "taken a product from

one sphere and introduced it to another."
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118.

FIREClean® was developed with a distinctformulation and is not a repackaged

product that already exists in another sphere of the market.
119.

The statements above convey that FireClean has deceived or defrauded its

customers with respect to its formulation.
120.

FireClean has not deceived or defrauded its customer with respect to its

formulation.

121.

These statementshave been injurious to FireClean's business and reputation.

122.

In one Facebook post, which is publicly visible. Defendant Tuohy also stated:
More power to [FireClean] for having been able to sell something at a
lOOx markup for three years, but they hadto know the gravy train would
come off the rails at some point. I admire their gusto for having done it
and part of me wonders if I could lookpeople in the eye and tell themthey
needed to spend$7.50 an ounce on some sort of cooking oil for their gun.
I don't think I could.

(Exhibit M.)

123.

The CloserLookArticle (withthe title, "Lies, Errors, and Omissions") falsely

implies that FireClean has disseminated false information about its product. FireClean has not
"lied" about or "omitted" material information about its product.

124.

Tuohy further stated in the Comments section: "Butknowing thatFireClean has

been willing to manipulate testing to make themselves look good, why would you trust anything
they say?" (Exhibit N at 1.)

125.

Readers of Defendant Tuohy's publication have, to date, left 68 comments on the

Closer Look Article. The comments are attached as Exhibit O.
126.

The comments include statements such as:

(a)

"I have yet to use FireClean,and based on how they've handledthings

since this whole thing started, I probably never will." (Ex. O at 1.)
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(b)

"So I think the definitive test would be if someone whipped up a batch of

fries cooked in FireClean and did a taste test." {Id. at 2.)

(c)

"This certainly is a slam dunk on the whole issue. So much science. And

then more science, twice with Doctors. The world needs more of this." {Id. at 3.)

(d)

"Andrew [Tuohy], this is exactly the sort of thing I've come to expect

from your blog and one of the reasons I've continued to read. Thanks for being a beacon
of truth and accuracy." {Id. at 3.)

(e)

"I guess I got taken. I've used FireCleanand it worked, but now with all

this evidence and especially the video with LV, I no longer have any faith in this
company."

(f)

"Now that you have put this one in its grave how about some write ups on

AKs."

(Exhibit O.)

127.

These comments illustrate the damage of the Closer Look Article to FireClean's

reputation.

128.

After Tuohy published the Closer Look Article to his publication, Defendant

Baker commented upon the article by posting the following statement to Vuurwapen Blog, on
October 26, 2015:

I'd love to see this make people question things. I hope I don't make you distrust
lubricant companies, but question claims before you blindly believe things. I
spent way too much on Fireclean at one time too. Don't be mad about it, it still
works as a lubricant, so use it for that. And when you go to buy more just know
you can get it for less in the cooking section.
(Exhibit P.)
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129.

This statement falsely conveys that FireClean is a cooking oil that can be

purchased at a grocery store.

130.

This statement also implies that FireClean has made false claims about its

product.

131.

Baker and Tuohy knew, or recklessly disregarded, that the testing they performed

was not sufficient to determine whether FIREClean® is the same as any form of Crisco or canola
oil.

132.

Baker and Tuohy knew, or recklessly disregarded, that the testing they performed

was not sufficient to determine FIREClean® is the same as any form of Crisco or any form of
canola oil.

133.

Baker and Tuohy knew or recklessly disregarded these facts because they wanted

to publish a test that would purport to show that FIREClean® is the same as Crisco or canola oil.
134.

Defendant Baker agreed to assist Tuohy in harming FireClean's reputation,

revenues, and goodwill.

135.

Defendant Tuohy was motivated to harm FireClean by the knowledge that

sensational headlines equating FIREClean® to Crisco would drive reader traffic to his blog and
his Facebook page, and would enhance his online popularity.

136.

As a result of Defendants Tuohy and Baker's tortious acts as previously described

in this Complaint, FireClean's reputation has been damaged, and the company has lost

approximately $150,000 to date, with losses projecting to grow to no less than $3,772 million
over five years.
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E. Tuohv Attacks FireClean on Facebook, January 18,2016

137.

Early in 2016, Defendant Tuohy was not satisfied with the harm he caused with

his multiple unprovoked attacks on FireClean, and he decided to continue his malicious and
tortious campaign against the company.

138.

On January 18, he posted to Facebook an article he had written for another

website, www.luckygunner.com, in 2013, along with the following introduction (also attached as
Exhibit Q):

"It has been just over three years since the LG brass/steel 40,000 round test was

published. If you have not looked at it in a while, I would encourage you to do so again.
There are lessons in there for everyone (including me). If we look at this photo from the
article which I have selected, you can see one of the bolt carrier groups at the halfway
point. This would be five thousand rounds with a brief scrub at 2500 rounds. It is filthy
and has lots of carbon caked on. The contact points on the bolt are scraped clean by force
of mechanical action. The oil used was Fireclean. Keep this photo in mind the next
time you see an image of a dirty AR BCG with "10,000 rounds and no cleaning" that
looks much wetter and cleaner than this one. People lie for the strangest reasons

but one of the more common reasons is to separate you from your money. Question
people when they make statements you find hard to believe. Don't be a fool. Be an
educated consumer."

(Ex. Q)(emphasis added.)

139.

The January 18 post was "liked" by at least 190 people, and "shared" by at least

160. Numerouspeople "commented" on the post, including one individual who posted a picture
of Crisco on a grocery store shelf, with the comment,"Speaking of FireClean, is this a good
deal?" To which Tuohy replied, "Canola oil. Go for the green cap." (Exhibit R.)
140.

The January 18 post falsely connotes that FireClean has made misrepresentations

about its product to defi*aud its customers. It also falsely connotes that FIREClean® is canola
oil.
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141.

As previously described throughout this Complaint, these statements andtheir

implications are false. Asa result ofthese malicious statements, Tuohy continues to maliciously
and unjustifiably harm FireClean.

F. Independent Laboratory Testing Results of FIREClean®.

142.

Defendant Tuohy's statements are demonstrably false. In fact, FireClean has

commissioned testing by Petro-Lubricant Testing Laboratories ("Petro Lube") in Lafayette, New

Jersey, to analyze and compare FIREClean® to Crisco Vegetable Oil and Crisco Canola Oil.
Petro Lube performed eight separate analyses, including Fourier Transform Infrared ("FT-IR")

spectroscopy, oneach of the three oils, with the following results (Petro Lube documentation
also attached as Exhibit S):

Iodine

Kinematic

Kinematic

Value

Viscosity

Viscosity

at40''C

at 100'' C

Flash

Fire

Point

Point

Point

Specific
Gravity

Pour

Crisco Canola Oil

113 cg/g

36.07 cSt

8.069 cSt

-21 °C

324 °C

356 °C

.9200

Crisco Vegetable Oil

132 cg/g

30.92 cSt

7.521 cSt

-6°C

324 °C

356 °C

.9230

FIREClean®

93.8 cg/g

31.75 cSt

8.364 cSt

-15°C

325 °C

357 °C

.9163

143. An overlay of the FT-IR spectra of all three substances is also part of Exhibit S.

The spectra demonstrate that these three substances do, in fact, have similar basic pattems, as is to

beexpected, butthe above-referenced tests also demonstrate that a spectrographic analysis alone is
not sufficient to draw the conclusion, in this situation, to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty,
that two or more of the substances are identical.
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144.

The Petro Lube test results prove that FIREClean® is not Crisco Canola Oil or

Crisco Vegetable Oil. A non-drying oil is an oil that does not harden when exposed to air. Oils
with an iodine value of less than 100 (according to the German Insurance Association) to 115

(accordingto Wikipedia) are considerednon-drying. FIR£Clean®'s iodine value of 93.8 defines
FIREClean® as a non-dryingoil and hence the product will not gum or form solid residue when
exposed to air, as Tuohy's articles have suggested.

145.

In sum, Tuohy's attack on FireCleanhas permeated the gun community's social

media. A simple Google searchfor "FireClean"reveals numerous websites, blog posts, and
other online commentary that has seized upon and discusses the FireClean/Crisco comparison,
and mocks FireClean. The same is true for a Google search of "FireClean Crisco" or "FireClean

Canola Oil." FireClean's reputationand its business have been severely and permanently
damaged.

COUNT I (Defamation Relating to the Spectroscopv Article)
(Defendant Tuohv)

146.

Plaintiff FireCleanrepeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in

the preceding paragraphs.

147.

DefendantTuohy publishedthe Spectroscopy Article to a worldwide audience on

the internet on September 12,2015. A true and correct copy is attached as Exhibit C.
148.

The Spectroscopy Article contained the following false and defamatory

statements concerning FireClean, set forth in haec verba as follows:

(a)

"Lies, Errors and Omissions; Infrared Spectroscopy of

FireClean and Crisco Oils."

(b)
"FireClean is probably a modem unsaturated vegetable oil
virtually the same as many oils used for cooking."
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(c)
"[g]iven that people in the military are often exposed to
both UV and oxygen (such as when they go outdoors) and also need
corrosion protection for their firearms, I would not recommend FireClean
be used by members of the military."

(d)
Finally, the Spectroscopy Article, read as a whole, conveys
the false and disparaging notion that FIREClean® is nothing more than a
common household product; that FireClean has simply re-packaged a
cheap and common household product and deceived the public into
thinking that the product is somehow different or special; and that
FIREClean® may not be suitable for its intended use, including for
military use, because it is nothing more than simple and re-packaged
cooking oil. This is false.

149.

The statements enumerated in the prior paragraph are of and concerning

FireClean.

150.

These statements are false and disparaging, respectively, as follows:

(a)

FireClean has not lied about its formulation or performance of its product.

(b)

FIREClean® is not a single vegetable oil, nor is it "virtually the same as

many oils used for cooking." Rather, FIREClean® is a proprietary formulation,
specifically, as the patent application states, of at least three "natural, non-petroleum,
non-synthetic oil[s] derived from a plant, vegetable or fruit or shrub or flower or tree nut,

or any combination of natural, non-petroleum, non-synthetic oils derived from a plant,
vegetable or fruit or shrub or flower or tree nut." The total compositionhas a smoke

point above 200°F, and the combined volumes of the at least three vegetable oils is at
least 25% of the total volume of the oil composition. (Ex. A.) Tuohy's statement is

disparaging because, in the context of the article as a whole, it equates FIREClean® to a
common household product; implies that the company has repackaged a pre-existing
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product, and implies that FIREClean® will not fimction properly or is not fit for its
intended or advertised purposes.

(c)

This statement conveys that FIREClean® will lead to corrosion. This is

false. FTIR Spectroscopy is not a sufficient test to make this determination. This
statement also falsely conveys that FIREClean® is not fit for its intended use, and

implies that FIREClean® may lead to weaponmalfunction. These assertions are false
and disparaging. FIREClean® will not impede firearm function and in fact will enhance
it by reducing carbon fouling and providing lubrication. FIREClean® is suitable for

military use because it is specifically made to handle heat and carbonoverload which are
often found in military use, notably with suppressed or silencerequipped arms or fully
automatic weapon fire.

(d)

The article as a whole conveys the false and disparaging implicationthat

FireCleanhas re-packaged a common grocery store cooking product and deceivedthe

public; it conveys that FIREClean® is not suitable for its intended use, including military
use, because it is "virtuallythe same" as many oils used for cooking. FIREClean® is

specially formulated to perform precisely the functions for whichit is advertised;
FIREClean® is not comprised of a single oil, and is not a repackaged grocery store
cooking product.

151.

By publishing the Spectroscopy Article to the internet. Defendant Tuohy caused

injury to FireClean's reputation and revenues.

152.

At the time he published the Spectroscopy Article to the internet. Defendant

Tuohy knew these statements were false, and his knowing publication of these false statements
amounts to actual malice.
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153.

Defendant Tuohy had, or should have had, serious doubts as to the truth of these

statementsand a high degree of awarenessthat they were false or probably false, and therefore
was required to investigatetheir veracity before publishingthem. DefendantTuohy's failure to
do so amounts to actual malice. In the alternative. Defendant Tuohy's publication of these false
statements was negligent at a minimum.

154.

Defendant Tuohy purposefully avoided the truth in orderto attractattention to his

publication and his Facebookpage, and to harm FireClean.
155.

DefendantTuohy's actions were malicious, willful, and wanton, and evidence a

conscious disregard for FireClean's rights. Therefore, FireClean is entitled to punitive damages.
156.

As a directand proximate resultof these false statements by Defendant Tuohy,

FireClean has suffered damages including,inter alia, injury to its reputation and revenues.

157.

Eachof the defamatory statements enumerated in this Count are, on their face,

inherently defamatory and damaging to FireClean's reputation and business, and substantial
injury to FireClean is readily apparent. Therefore FireClean is also entitled to presumed
damages for defamation per se.

COUNT II (Defamation Relating to the Smoke/Liar Article)
(Defendant Tuohy)

158.

Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each allegation contained in the preceding

paragraphs.

159.

Defendant Tuohyposted the Smoke/Liar Article to a worldwide audience on the

internet on September 14,2015. A true and correct copy is attached as Exhibit E.
160.

The Smoke/Liar Article contained the following false and defamatory statements

concerning FireClean, set forth in haec verba as follows:
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(a)

"http://www.vuurwapenblog.com/general-opinion/lies-

errors-and-omissions/where-theres-smoke-theres-liar/."

(b)

"Lies, Errors and Omissions, Severe Problems with Vickers

Tactical Video"

(c)

"I made a discovery which calls into question any claim or

statement made by FireClean as a company and Ed and Dave Sugg as
individuals."

(d)

"No honest person with a basic understanding of the

scientific method would use handloaded or +P ammunition in a

comparison with standard pressure bargain pricedammunition if the
comparison was meantto show differences between lubricants and their
effect on how much smoke comes out ofthe chamber during firing."

(e)
"Different ammunition was selected for the FireClean
portion of the demonstration to give the appearance of more smoke and
thus a cleanergun.... All the information required to judge the integrity
of statementsmade by FireClean is contained in that Vickers Tactical
video."

(f)
Read as a whole, the Smoke/Liar article conveys that
FireClean and its representatives have rigged a demonstration test to
falsely demonstrate that FIREClean® is a superior product to CLP, and
superior to not using gun lubricant.
161.

The statements enumerated in the prior paragraph are of and concerning

FireClean.

162.

These statements are false and disparaging, respectively, as follows:

(a)

FireCleanhas not lied about or omitted material information

regarding its formulation or performance. It has not deceived the public or consumers in
regards to the filming illustrated in the Vickers video.
(b)

See section (a) above.
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(c)

This statement falsely implies that FireClean and its managers are

not trustworthy,

(d)

This statement implies that FireClean dishonestly portrayed the

FIREClean® firing by using handloaded or +P ammunition for those rounds, compared

to the standard pressure ammunition for the otherrounds. The ammunition usedfor the
FIREClean® portion of the demonstration was not materially different from the
ammunition used for the other portion of the demonstration. The casings may have

differed in primercoloror headstamp, which is not unusual for inexpensive factory
remanufactured rounds, but the ammunition itself was not materially different in such a

wayas to create more smoke for the FIREClean® testing. The anmiunition used for all
threetests was factory-produced, including factory remanufactured, standard velocity
ammunition. FireClean's representatives, Ed Suggand Dave Sugg, who participated in
the video production, understood and believed that there was no material difference
among the ammunition used for the various demonstrations in the video.
(e)

See (d) above.

(f)

These suggestionsare false for the reasons stated in sections (a)

through (e) above. Neither FireClean or its representatives altered the test in orderto
make FIREClean® appearmore effective. The suggestions are disparaging because they
impute dishonesty and disrepute to the company.

163.

Defendant Tuohy's related Facebook post contained a link to the Smoke/Liar

Article stated: "Deliberately misleading the consumer in an effort to sell a product. Is there a
word for that?" A true and correct copy is attached as Exhibit F.
164.

This statement is of and concerning FireClean.
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165.

This statement falsely and disparagingly conveys that Plaintiff is defrauding

consumers and the public.

166.

By attaching the link to his Smoke/Liar Article, Defendant Tuohy re-published all

of the defamatory statements previously enumerated in this Count.

167.

By publishing the Smoke/Liar Article to the internet, and the related Facebook

comment and re-publication. Defendant Tuohy causedinjury to FireClean's reputation and
revenues.

168.

At the time he published the Smoke/Liar Article to the internet and to his

Facebook page. Defendant Tuohy knew the above-mentioned statements were false, and Tuohy's
knowing publication of these false statements amounts to actual malice.

169.

At a minimum. DefendantTuohy had, or should have had, serious doubts as to the

truth and accuracy of the statements as described in this Count, had or should have had, a high

degree of awareness that they were probably false, and therefore was required to investigate their
veracity before publishing them. Defendant Tuohy's failure to do so amounts to actual malice.
170.

In the alternative, Defendant Tuohy's publication of these false statements was

negligent at a minimum.

171.

Defendant Tuohy purposefully avoided the truth in orderto attractattention to his

publication and his Facebook page, and to harm FireClean.
172.

Defendant Tuohy's actions were malicious, willful, and wanton, and evidence a

consciousdisregard for the Plaintiffs rights. Therefore, FireClean is entitled to punitive
damages.

173.

As a direct and proximate result of these false statements by Defendant Tuohy,

FireClean has suffered damages including, inter alia, injury to its reputation and revenues.
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174.

Each of the defamatory statements enumerated in this Count are, on their face,

inherently defamatory and damaging to FireClean'sreputation and business, and substantial
injury to FireClean is readily apparent. Therefore, FireClean is also entitled to presumed
damages for defamation per se.

COUNT III (Defamation Relating to the Closer Look Article)
(Defendant Tuohv)

175.

Plaintiff repeats and re-allegeseach allegationcontained in the preceding

paragraphs.

176.

Defendant Tuohy published the Closer Look Articleto a worldwide audience on

the internet on October 23,2015. A true and correct copy is attached as Exhibit J.

177.

The Closer Look Article, and Vuurwapen Blog's Facebook post regarding that

article containedthe following false and defamatorystatements concerning FireClean, set forth
in haec verba as follows:

(a)

"Lies, Errors and Omissions; A Closer Look at FireClean

and Canola Oil"

(b)
"According to every PhD who looked at the NMR results,
FireCleanand Canola oil appear to be 'effectively' or 'nearly' identical."

(c)
"However, it would be difficultto argue that vegetable oil
possesses 'extreme heat resistance' when it is known to degrade in the
presence of heat and oxygen.. ..If you are comfortable with this on your
firearms' internal components, then this would be a good product to use,
otherwise a more thermally stable product might be in order."

(d)
"FireClean is, as stated previously on this blog, a common
vegetable oil, with no evidence of additives for corrosion resistance or
other features. The science is solid in this regard."

(e)
"I have absolutely no issue with the concept of making
money (I applaud those who make money hand over fist) or taking a
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productfrom one sphere and introducing it to another. I think a certain
amount of "finder's fee" is absolutely reasonable

(f)
"That said, I don't think I could look someone in the eye
and tell them that a bottle of vegetable oil was the most advanced gun lube
on the planet, but those who can? Well, they're good salesman, I guess."

(g)

"What I do take issue with are attempts to mislead

consumers and distort the facts. There is a line between being an

aggressive and effective salesman and not being entirely truthful about
your product, the way it works, or what it contains. It is my beliefthat
FireClean crossed that line long ago-and that many of their recent
statements are simply egregious."

(h)
"A few weeks ago, FireClean said that puttingcanola oil
on your firearm could have catastrophic results. Somepeople believed
that, probably because they are stupid. I don't like it when people in
political arguments callthe other side stupid and I don'tthrow around the
word stupid lightly. However, if you think that putting canolaoil - an oil
with a long history of use as an industrial lubricant for metal-to-metal
contact -on your rifle is dangerous, but that putting FireClean on your rifle
is safe,then you're stupid. There is no other way to define your level of
intelligence and critical thinking."

(i)
"More powerto [FireClean] for having been able to sell
somethingat a lOOx markup for three years, but they had to know the
gravytrain would come off the rails at some point. I admiretheir gusto
for having done it and part of me wonders if I could look peoplein the eye
and tell them they needed to spend $7.50 an ounce on some sort of
cooking oil for their gun. I don't think I could."

(j)
"But knowing that FireClean has been willing to
manipulatetesting to make themselves look good, why would you trust
anything they say?"

(k)
The Closer Look Article, read as a whole, conveys the false
and disparaging notion that FIREClean® is nothing more than a common
householdproduct; that FireCleanhas simply re-packaged a cheap and
common household product and deceived the public into thinking that the
product is somehow different or special; and that FIREClean® may not be
suitable for its intended use because it is nothing more than simple and re
packaged cooking oil.
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178.

These statements enumerated are of and concerning FireClean.

179.

These statements are false and disparaging, respectively, as follows:

(a)

FireCleanhas not lied about nor omitted any material

information regarding its product to Defendant Tuohy, nor to any member
of the public.

(b)

FIREClean® is not canola oil, nor is it "effectively" or

"nearly" identical to it. FIREClean® is a proprietary blend of at least

three "natural, non-petroleum, non-synthetic oil[s] derived from a plant,

vegetable or fruit or shrub or flower or tree nut, or any combination of
natural, non-petroleum, non-synthetic oils derived from a plant, vegetable
or fruit or shrub or flower or tree nut," (Ex. A at 1 & 5) where each oil

has a smoke point above 200 degrees Fahrenheit, and the total volume of
the oils is at least 25% of the total volume of the oil composition. (Jd.)

Tuohy's statementis disparaging because it equates FIREClean® to a

common household product, implies that FIREClean® will not frinction

properly or is not fit for its intended or advertised purposes, and implies
that the company has deceitfrilly repackaged a pre-existingproduct.
(c)

This statement implies that FIREClean® does not possess

"extreme heat resistance," is thermally unstable, and is not suitable for its
intended use. In this context, that statement is false. Although the term

"extreme" may appear subjective,in this case, the contentionas a whole is
provably false because FIREClean® will withstandtemperatures as high
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as a firearm can withstand while still functioning and not self-destructing.
Thus, because FIREClean®, with a flash point of 325 degrees Celsius, or

617 degrees Fahrenheit, will not become unstable or impede firearm
function at temperatures as hot as a firearm can withstand, this statement
is false,

(d)

FIREClean® is not a single or common vegetable oil. This

statement is false and disparaging for the reasons stated in section (b)
above. Moreover, FIREClean® does have anti-corrosive properties, as

Tuohy saw from his own two-year storage experiment with corrosive
ammunition.

(e)

FIREClean® is not a pre-existing product that has been

repackagedor introduced from one "sphere" of commerceto another.
FIREClean®'s price does not represent a "finder's fee." This statement,
overall and in its context, conveys that FIREClean® is not trustworthy

and/or is of disrepute, that it has deceived consumers or the public, and
that its product not fit for its intended or advertised purposes.

(f)

FireClean has never stated that its product is the "most

advanced gun lube on the planet," and to suggest that FireClean has said
this is damaging to its reputation.

(g)

FireClean has not misled consumers nor distorted any facts

about its product's ftinction or formulation. In fact, FireClean has never
disclosed its formulation to the public. This statement is disparaging
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because it conveys that FireClean has acted dishonestly and
misrepresented its product.

(h)

Use of FIREClean® on a rifle, or other firearm, is not

dangerous, as this statement conveys or implies. Such an assertion is
disparaging to FireCleanbecause it conveys that the company has

manufactured a productthat is harmful to consumers, and that is not fit for
its intended or advertised purposes. It also implies dishonesty and/or
disrepute to FireClean.

(i)

This statement falsely conveys that FIREClean® is

common supermarket cookingoil. It is not, for the reasons stated above
and throughout this complaint. To the contrary, FIREClean® is a

proprietary blend of at leastthree "natural, non-petroleum, non-synthetic
oil[s] derived from a plant, vegetable or fhiit or shrub or flower or tree nut,

or any combination of natural, non-petroleum, non-synthetic oils derived

from a plant, vegetable or fhiit or shrub or flower or tree nut," where each
oil has a smoke point above 200 degrees Fahrenheit, and the total volume
of the oils is at least 25% of the total volume of the oil composition. (Ex.

A at 1&5.) This patent application has been publicly available since
September of 2013. The statement is disparaging for this reason, because
it conveys that the product is not fit for its intended or advertised purposes,
and also because it conveys that FIREClean® has deceived or defrauded

its consumers or the public by "marking up" common cooking oil.
FireClean does not mark-up its product by 100-fold, or anything remotely
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near that figure. FireClean has never made public representations
regarding the cost of its product, and therefore has never deceived the
public regarding its cost.

(j)

FireClean has not manipulated any testing of its product, nor

deceived consumers, the public, or Mr. Tuohy, in relation to the testing of its

product. This statement is disparaging because it conveys that the company has
deceived its consumers or the public.

(k)

As described in detail throughoutthis complaint, each of

these assertions are untrue. FIREClean® is specially formulated to

perform precisely the functions for whichit is advertised, is a proprietary,
patent-pending formulation, is not comprised of a single oil, and is not a
repackaged common household item.

180.

By publishing the CloserLookArticle to the internet. Defendant Tuohy caused

injury to FireClean's reputation and its revenues.

181.

At the time he published the Closer Look Article to the internet. Defendant Tuohy

knew these statements were false, and his knowing publication of these false statements amounts
to actual malice.

182.

At a minimum. DefendantTuohy had, or should have had, serious doubts as to the

truth of these statements and a high degree of awareness that they were probably false, and

therefore was requiredto investigate their veracity before publishing them. DefendantTuohy's
failure to do so amounts to actual malice. In the alternative. Defendant Tuohy's publication of
these false statements was negligent at a minimum.
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183.

Defendant Tuohypurposefully avoided the truth in order to attract attentionto his

publication and his Facebook page, and to harm FireClean.
184.

Defendant Tuohy's actions were malicious, willful, and wanton, and evidence a

consciousdisregard for FireClean's rights. Therefore, FireClean is entitled to punitive damages.
185.

As a direct and proximateresult of these false statements by DefendantTuohy,

Fireclean has suffered damages including, inter alia, injury to its reputation and revenues.

186.

Each ofthe defamatory statementsenumerated in this Count are, on their face,

inherently defamatory and damaging to FireClean's reputation and business, and substantial
injury to FireClean is readily apparent. Therefore, FireClean is also entitled to presumed
damages for defamation per se.

COUNT IV (Pefamation Relating to the January 18,2016 Facebook Post)
(Defendant Tuohy)

187.

Plaintiffrepeats and re-alleges each allegation contained in the preceding

paragraphs.

188.

Defendant Tuohy published the January 18, 2016 Facebook post to a worldwide

audience on the internet, via Facebook.

189.

The January 18, 2016 post contained the following false and defamatory

statements concerning FireClean, set forth in haec verba as follows:

(a)
"People lie for the strangest reasons but one of the more
common reasons is to separate you from your money. Question people
when they make statements you find hard to believe. Don't be a fool. Be
an educated consumer."

(b)
In response to a picture of Crisco and the question,
"Speaking of FireClean, is this a good deal?" Tuohy responds: "Canola
oil."
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190.

The statementsenumerated in the prior paragraph are of and concerning

FireClean.

191.

(a)

These statements are false and disparaging, respectively, as follows:

FireClean has not lied or deceived regarding about its product. It hasnot

repackaged a pre-existing productor commonoil.

(b)

As previously described inthis Complaint, FIREClean® is not canola oil. To the

contrary, FIREClean® is a patent-pending formulation made of at least three "natural, non-

petroleum, non-synthetic oil[s] derived from a plant, vegetable or fruit or shrub or flower or tree
nut, or any combination of natural, non-petroleum, non-synthetic oilsderived from a plant,

vegetable or fruit orshrub or flower ortree nut," (Ex. A at 1& 5)where each oil has a smoke

point above 200 degrees Fahrenheit, and the total volume ofthe oils isat least 25% ofthe total
volume of theoil composition. (Jd.) This patent application has been publicly available since

September of 2013. The statement is disparaging because it conveys that FireClean has deceived
consumers or the public by repackaging a supermarket product, and thatFIREClean® is notfit
for its intended or advertised purposes.

192.

By publishing the January 18 post to the internet, Defendant Tuohy caused injury

to FireClean's reputation and revenues.

193.

At thetimehe published the January 18 postto the internet andto his Facebook

page. Defendant Tuohy knew these statements were false and his knowing publication of these
false statements amounts to actual malice,

194.

At a minimum, Defendant Tuohy had, or should have had, serious doubts as to the

truth and accuracy of these statements and a high degree of awareness that they were probably

false, and therefore was required to investigate their veracity before publishing them. Defendant
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Tuohy's failxire to do so amounts to actual malice. In the alternative, DefendantTuohy's
publication of these false statements was negligent at a minimum.

195.

Defendant Tuohypurposefully avoided the truth in order to attract attentionto his

publication and his Facebook page, and to harm FireClean.

196.

Defendant Tuohy's actions were malicious, willful, and wanton, and evidence a

conscious disregard for the Plaintiffs rights. Therefore, FireClean is entitled to punitive
damages.

197.

As a direct and proximate result of these false statements by DefendantTuohy,

FireClean has suffered damages including, inter alia, injury to its reputation and revenues.
198.

Each of the defamatory statements enumerated in this Count are, on their face,

inherently defamatory and damaging to FireClean's reputation and business, and substantial

injury to FireClean is readily apparent. Therefore, FireClean is also entitled to presumed
damages for defamation per se.

COUNT V (Defamation)

(Defendant Baker)

199.

Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each allegation contained in the preceding

paragraphs.

200.

In reference to Defendant Tuohy's Closer Look Article, Defendant Baker

published the following comment to a worldwide audience on the internet on October 26, 2015:
"I'd love to see this make people question things. I hope I don't make you distrust lubricant
companies, but question claims before you blindly believe things. I spent way too much on
Fireclean at one time too. Don't be mad about it, it still works as a lubricant, so use it for that.

And when you go to buy more just know you can get it for less in the cooking section."
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201.

A true and correct copy of this statement is attached as Exhibit P.

202.

The statement quoted in the prior paragraph is of and concerning FireClean.

203.

The statement is false and disparaging, in that it conveys that FIREClean® is a

single cooking oil that can be purchased at a grocery store, for less than the cost of FIREClean®.

It implies thatFireClean has misrepresented its product and deceived its consumers or the public
by repackaging and marking up a supermarket product.

204.

Defendant Bakerpurposefully avoided the truth in orderto attract attention to his

publication and his Facebook page, and to harm FireClean.

205.

At the time he published the above-referenced statement to the internet,

Defendant Baker knew these statements were false, or he recklessly disregarded the truth.
206.

At a minimum, Defendant Baker had, or should have had, serious doubts as to the

truth of these statementsand a high degree of awarenessthat they were probably false, and

therefore was required to investigate their veracity before publishing them. Defendant Baker's
failure to do so amounts to actual malice. In the alternative. Defendant Baker's publication of
these false statements was negligent at a minimum.
207.

Defendant Baker's actions were malicious, willful, and wanton, and evidence a

conscious disregard for FireClean's rights. Therefore, FireClean is entitled to punitive damages.

208.

By publishing these statements to the internet, and as a direct and proximate result

thereof. Defendant Baker caused injury to FireClean's reputation and its revenues.

209.

Each ofthe defamatory statements enumerated in this Count are, on their face,

inherently defamatory and damaging to FireClean's reputation and business, and substantial
injury to FireClean is readily apparent. Therefore, FireClean is also entitled to presumed
damages for defamation per se.
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COUNT VI rViolation of the Virginia Business Conspiracy Act,
Va» Code S 18.2-499 & 500, et seq,
(Defendants Tnohv and Baker)

210.

Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each allegation contained in the preceding

paragraphs.

211.

As described in this Complaint, Defendants Tuohy and Baker combined,

associated, agreed, mutually undertook, and concerted together for the purpose of willfully and
maliciously injuring FireClean in its reputation, trade, and business, by defamingthe company.

212.

Specifically, after Baker readthe Spectroscopy Article, by his own admission, he

contacted Tuohy to offer to run more tests on FIREClean®.

213.

Baker and Tuohy arranged for Tuohy to send the test samples to Baker.

214.

Both Tuohy and Baker had predeterminedthat the conclusionsof the testing

would be that "FIREClean® is Canola Oil."

215.

Bakerran NMR and spectroscopy testing on FIREClean® and CanolaOil.

216.

Despite being told by a professor, who Baker quoted, that his testing was not

sufficient to draw the conclusion with certainty. Baker concluded that FIREClean® is Canola
Oil.

217.

Defendant Tuohypublished this fact and other defamatory statements, as set forth

in Count III, regarding FIREClean®, in the Closer Look article.

218.

Defendants Tuohy and Baker acted through a mutual plan and undertaking to

defame FireClean with the Closer Look Article.

219.

Defendant Tuohy used Defendant Baker's supposed findings, in part, to injure

FireClean by publication of false and disparaging statements in the Closer Look Article, as
described in Count III.
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220.

Defendants, as described above, acted intentionally, purposefully, and without

lawful justification to injure FireClean.

221.

As a proximate result of Defendant's concerted and malicious actions, FireClean

has been damaged in its business, reputation, and trade.

222.

FireCleanhas sufferedsubstantial damages, includingbut not limited to lost sales,

lost revenues, lost profits, and severe injury to its reputation and goodwill.
223.

Defendants' actions were willful, malicious, and intended to harm FireClean.

224.

FireClean is entitled to an award of damages against Defendants, including

compensatory damages and lostprofits, attorneys' fees, costs, and treble damages, and further
relief as the Court deems appropriate.

COUNT VI (Common Law Conspiracy)
(Defendants Tnohv and Baker)

225.

Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each allegation contained in the preceding

paragraphs.

226.

As described in this Complaint, Defendants Tuohy and Baker combined,

associated, agreed, mutually undertook, and concerted together for the purpose of willfully and
maliciously injuring FireCleanin its reputation, trade, and business, by defaming the company.

227.

Specifically, after Bakerread the Spectroscopy Article, by his own admission, he

contacted Tuohy to offer to run more tests on FIREClean®.

228.

Baker and Tuohy arranged for Tuohy to send the test samples to Baker.

229.

Both Tuohy and Baker had predetermined that the conclusions of the testing

would be that "FIREClean® is Canola Oil."

230.

Baker ran NMR and spectroscopy testing on FIREClean® and Canola Oil.
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231.

Despite being told by a professor, who Baker quoted, that his testing was not

sufficientto draw the conclusion with certainty. Baker concluded that FIREClean® is Canola
Oil.

232.

Defendant Tuohy published this fact and otherdefamatory statements, as set forth

in Connt III, regarding FIREClean®, in the Closer Look article.

233.

DefendantsTuohy and Baker acted through a mutual plan and undertaking to

defame FireClean with the Closer Look Article.

234.

Defendant Tuohy used Defendant Baker's supposed findings, in part, to injure

FireClean by publication of false and disparaging statements in the Closer LookArticle, as
described in Count III.

235.

Defendants, as described above, acted intentionally, purposefully, and without

lawful justification to injure FireClean.

236.

As a proximate result of Defendant's concerted and malicious actions, FireClean

has been damaged in its business, reputation, and trade.

237.

FireClean has suffered substantial damages, including but not limited to lost sales,

lost revenues, lost profits, and severe injury to its reputation and goodwill.
238.

Defendants' actions were willful, malicious, and intended to harm FireClean.

239.

FireClean is entitled to an award of damages against Defendants, including

compensatory damages and lost profits, attorneys' fees, costs, and treble damages, and further
relief as the Court deems appropriate.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court enter judgment against
Defendants and each of them as follows:
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(a)

For equitable relief, includingan order enjoining continued publication

and dissemination by Defendants of the false and defamatory statements identified in the

Complaint, and requiring Defendants to remove all previously-published defamatory
statements;

(b)

For compensatory damages, in an amount to be determined at trial or

otherwise in this action;

(c)

For presumed damages for defamation per se, in an amountto be

determined at trial or otherwise in this action;

(d)

For punitive damages, as permitted underapplicable law, in an amountto

be determined at trial or otherwise in this action;

(e)

For all damages recoverable under to Virginia Code § 18.2-500et seq.,

includinglost profits, treble damages and reasonable attorneys' fees and costs;

(f)

For attorneys' fees and costs, as provided by applicable law; and

(g)

For any fiirther or other relief as this Court may deemjust and proper.
JURY DEMAND

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all causes of action so triable.
Dated: March 17,2016

Respectfully submitted,
FIRECLEAN LL0

Bemara J. DiMuro, Esq. (VSB #18784)
Stacey Rose Harris, Esq. (VSB #65887)
DiMuroGinsberg, PC

1101 King Street, Suite 610
Alexandria, Virginia 23314
Telephone: (703) 684-4333
Facsimile: (703) 548-3181
E-mails: bdimuro@dimuro.com:
sharris@dimuro.com.

Counselfor FireClean LLC
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